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Infinity Petition Letter

December 5th, 2011

Group of People

Various Locations

The World

Dear Macnom:

We, the undersigned, hereby request that Eric Holniker steps down from his position as Infinity team

Noun . We find Eric to not be capable of the Noun Plural required, and explain why in the

passage that follows.

Well known for his refusal to Verb Base Form , Eric has often requested meetings between Noun 

Plural , but he himself has not been to all of them. While he states that it is primarily due to a Noun

that he opened, this has made us question whether he has taken on too much and needs to Verb Base Form .

Throughout this entire process, Eric has requested that we not contact either Proper Noun or any other

member of the Andamiro team for clarifications on our Noun Plural . While we were given Noun 

Plural ,



the primary lesson we learned is that all of the details were to come to us through Proper Noun . This

allows for the possibility of us receiving Adjective information, and so far, this has proven true.

We were given a deadline to have Adjective content complete. This included the step charts, the interface

, and the Noun Plural . When we heard of the deadline, we had to act Adverb for some parts.

Asking Proper Noun for permission to use their Noun was one such action. If we knew we'd

have more time, we would've worked on a Adjective solution. The only reason the team became so large

and Adjective is because Eric kept our actual deadline hidden and was often out to Verb Base Form

others who refused his pursuits.

It is our understanding that this project requires Noun Plural . However, a number of people are already

aware of Proper Noun . We've also heard reports that Eric has promised many others a place on the

Noun . We understand some of us may no longer be on the Repeat Last Noun due to decisions

beyond our control. Adding more people to the project with the intention to later Verb Base Form them is

counter-productive.

A leader is supposed to be able to Verb Base Form his team. However, Eric had under him a number of

people he did not Repeat Last Verb Base Form for one reason or another often trying to bring down our

Noun by stating this secretly to other members of the team. Never have we heard Eric speaking

positively



of Noun Plural .

In a background search on Eric, we've found he has a Noun . To compound matters further, Eric has

been loaned Noun Plural many times from a number of sources and has rarely been able to Verb 

Base Form them back. Noun Plural try to reach him often, and we feel this is unfitting of someone

supposed to lead an Andamiro development project.

We feel Eric does not have the capabilities of being a Noun . To be honest, we feel Eric is poisonous to

the team's Noun , with his presence hurting the ability to Verb Base Form the project.

We would like to communicate with you more based on the contents of this letter via e-mail, Facebook, or

Software title . Please let us know when we can Verb Base Form .

Sincerely,

The Infinity Development Team

Greg Cotton

Jason Felds

Hudson Felker

Kevin



Ghadyani

Dominick Renzetti
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